INTRODUCTION
For high-speed reentry vehicles, such as Stardust, various physico-chemical processes are important in the design of heat shields. Due to high translational energy of the gas rapidly increasing as it passes through an intense shock, these strongly-coupled processes include excitation of the internal energy modes, molecular dissociation, ionization and radiation of the atoms and molecules. Particle simulation methods, such as direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method, are required to accurately simulate high-speed reentry flow at high altitudes since continuum breakdown occurs due to the strong shock condition.
Most previous DSMC calculations assume the gas to be in the electronically ground state, and energies are assigned continuously to translational, rotational, and vibrational modes. Our previous work addressed the concern of the excitation of the atoms by implementing excited energy levels of atomic N and O with the corresponding electron impact excitation/de-excitation and ionization processes in DSMC. The results show that when excitation-state models are included, there is a small, but, observable increase in the ion number densities and electron temperatures for the Stardust 68.9 km re-entry flow. Adding in the excited levels of atoms increases the degree of ionization by providing additional intermediate steps towards ionization.
The work that will be discussed in this paper builds on the previous work by replacing the continuous internal energy model with higher fidelity collisional radiative (CR) models. In general the three types of CR models, in increasing order of complexity and computational time, are: electronic, vibrational and rovibrational CR models. In electronic CR models, transitions between the electronic states are considered and the rotational and vibrational temperatures, Tr and Tv, of the molecules are obtained by internal energy exchange models through collisions. In vibrational CR models, transitions between the vibrational states of the molecules are also considered and only a rotational temperature Tr is computed. Finally, in ro-vibrational CR models, no temperature is used to describe the molecular internal energy. Vibrational CR models will be implemented in DSMC, transitions between the vibrational excited states of the nitrogen molecules as well as the dissociation of nitrogen molecules from different vibrational excited states will be considered. The effect on the flow field as well as the radiation prediction will be explored.
VIBRATIONAL COLLISION RADIATIVE MODEL

Vibrational energy of N 2 molecules
Vibrational energy of N 2 molecules can be specified on the base of simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) model. In this case, the vibrational energy level of V is given by 
Equilibrium distribution function
The equilibrium distribution function for SHO is
where degeneracy g v ≡= 1 and Q(T ) is the partition function
So,
Particle initialization
At particle initialization, particle reflection on the surface, and inflow particle sampling, Boltzmann distribution at temperature T is used for specifying vibrational levels of new molecules. The algorithm works as flows:
1. Select a random number 0 ≤ R ≤ 1; 2. Find V so that ∑ 
VT energy transfer
The VT energy transfer occurs when N 2 (V ) + N 2 ⇀ ↽ N 2 (V ′ ) + N 2 . The sum E c of relative translational energy E tr and vibrational energy E v of selected molecule is redistributed according to the local equilibrium distributions. The algorithm works as flows:
, and exit; 5. Otherwise, go to step 2.
VV energy transfer
The VT energy transfer occurs when
The sum E c of relative translational energy E tr and vibrational energies E v (V ) and E v (W ) is redistributed according to the local equilibrium distributions. The algorithm works as flows:
1. Select two random numbers 0 ≤ R 1 , R 2 ≤ 1; 2. Let l = R 1 * (V max + 1) and m = R 2 * (V max + 1);
Dissociation
The dissociation occurs when N 2 (V ) + N 2 → N + N + N 2 . The total collision energy model is used for the chemical reaction. In the TCE model, the dissociation occurs when the collision energy E c = E tr + E v (V ) is greater than the dissociation energy E d . The reaction probability has a special form, P(E c ), that allows one to match experimental reaction rates K f (T ) in modified Arrhenius form. When the dissocation occurs, firstly, the collision energy E c is reduced to to 
where e is a random unit vector. Thus, the entire internal energy of the molecule N 2 (V) is transfermed into the energy of the relative motion of the atoms.
